
Haunted House Call 
 
The cork board resembled any other in Cardinal University’s halls: a tin-rimmed rectangle aloft 
between a drinking fountain and a door. The spongy surface peeked out in slices, pockmarked with 
indents of tacks and orphaned staples, beneath a crowd of colorful fliers, stickers, and business cards. 
 Ned pursed his lips and cocked his head at the sight. “Okay, where should we put one on here?” 
he asked, waving the slim stack of posters in hand. 
 “The center,” Miranda said, barely glancing at the board. “Same as usual.” 
 “Hmm...” Ned put his hand on his hip. “What if the edge is better? The middle’s so crowded, 
and I... I feel like, like the edge is what people come to first, right?” 
 “Huh?” She adjusted her glasses. “What are you talking about?” 
 “It’s distinctive, right? It’s unique!” He gestured mightily at the board. “We want people to stop 
on the way to class and be like, 'Hey, the Post-Halloween Bake Fair for Type II Diabetes Awareness 
looks like a really cool, eye-catching event!'” 
 “Eh. Still going with center.” 
 “O-kay,” Ned shrugged. He scanned the board for a possible opening, but it was packed. There 
were signups for open mic night at the art school on Friday, a leaflet for ukulele lessons with a 
snaggletoothed remainder of phone number strips, a petition to install a vegan cafe in the main library... 
 “Huh,” Ned said, staring at the sheet occupying the middle of the board. The top read: 

 
 

  
 
 Below that, surrounded by clip art and photos of monitors, apps, and videogame consoles: 
 

 Hardware - Software - Phones, PCs, Macs & More. 
 

Viruses? Hacked? Doxxed? Worse? 
Trust us, we’ve seen it! 

 
 Below that was a pair of phone numbers; the second claimed to be an “emergency” line. 
Overall, it looked like something spit out by the early 2000s. Ned fixed one of his papers square over it. 
 “Hey, you got to at least move that one first!” Miranda observed. 
 “To where?” Ned asked. “Besides, have you ever even heard of these guys? I don’t think 
anybody’s gonna miss one ad for some cheap tech support club.” 
 “Ned...” She looked around the hall as if they were about to commit a felony, and then 
shrugged. “Whatever. Dozen of these to go, and I still have to get lunch before Psych.” 
 Ned smirked. “Pass me the stapler.” 
 She slapped it into his palm, open-faced. He slammed down on his poster’s corners, one by one. 
 Kchunk. 
 Kchunk. 
 Kchunk. 
 
Kchunk. The front door slammed shut behind Ned, trapping the twilit shower outside. His evening shift 
at the organic café had run even later after his coworker spilled a pitcher of kombucha, so of course it 



was the day he’d forgotten his umbrella. A stumpy string of neon orange lights draped over the 
entryway headlined his arrival. 

The low roar of the rain had become a calming drone. As he heeled off his shoes and dropped 
his messenger bag by the bluish shapes of the couches and coffee table, the common room’s cool 
gloom felt more inviting than depressing. Of course, with one roommate studying abroad and the other 
staying with his girlfriend for the weekend (lucky guy), having the whole apartment to himself helped. 
 Ned changed out of his soaked clothes and put some water on the stove for chai tea and Top 
Ramen. As the kettle rattled in time with the clattering storm, he flipped on the dim lamp at his desk 
and sat down at his monitor to boot up an action movie for the night. 
 While the stream was buffering, he opened a second window to check email. There wasn’t 
much; a pair of website updates he didn’t have the heart to unsubscribe from, plus a belated 
confirmation that his financial aid paperwork had been received. 

One new message was titled in all caps: “PLEASE READ URGENT.” His pointer was about to 
reflexively mark it as spam when he noticed the sender’s address: mirandasright@cardinal.edu. Send 
time: October 30, 10:35 PM—minutes ago. 
 Ned frowned in the darkness, and his heart skipped a brief beat. He paused his movie and 
wiggled the fingers of a slightly sweaty palm. 
 Click. 
 The email opened. The white glow of his inbox painted his face pale in the monitor’s reflection. 
 “Dear Ned,” it began. His index finger slowly stroked the scroll wheel. 
 

La Muerta Blanca has black eyes 
For no one saw her wails and cries 
A daughter dressed in purest white 
Left beat and broken in the night 

She walks with feet not earthly bound 
Forever restless underground 

 
By sound or sight or telephone 

To know her fate will seal one’s own 
With endless time, a corpse’s pace 
Your every step she’ll slowly trace 
A path no wall or gate will block 

But every door, she’ll wait and knock: 
 

Once for your skin, for hers to mend 
Twice for your meat, for her to eat 

Thrice for your bones, to break like stones 
Four times for your heart, which she’ll tear apart 

Five times for your teeth, and none she'll leave 
Six times for your eyes, and as you die 

Seven times for your soul, which she’ll eat whole 
 

This haunting now will never go 
But if you tell another so. 

 
I’m so scared right now Ned I’m sorry so sorry I’m going to die it said I was the witness the WITNESS 
it killed others I can’t think of anything else to do this is the only way to keep it away just tell someone 
anyone it’ll stop it I promise 

mailto:mirandasright@cardinal.edu


 
 Ned leaned back in his chair, feeling as if he’d just been slapped across the face. What the hell 
had he just read? Why would Miranda send him… whatever this was? Was it a creative writing project 
with the upcoming holiday in mind? No—that had to be too personal; he’d only met her a few weeks 
into Fall Semester through Tennis Club. And she sounded really, truly scared. 
 He’d email her back, that’s what he’d do—figure out what this was all about before it stewed in 
his inbox any longer, twisting his gut. He raised two clammy hands to the keyboard. 
 The desk shook, and an angry buzzing surrounded him. He leapt in his seat, and then noticed 
the glowing rectangle by his trapper-keeper. It was his phone— incoming call. He scooped it up, 
feeling his rapid pulse against the blue plastic case, and tapped the green icon. 

“Hello?” he asked, placing it to his ear. 
There was quiet on the other line, save for a soft crackle. Then he heard the ragged, high-

pitched breathing. 
“Hello?” 
“Witness,” hissed a feminine voice. 
There was a click, and Ned instinctively pulled back the phone. The number on-screen was 

“0000000.” There was no name. 
Ned shook his head until he could hear the motion. Some dumb prank, that’s all it was. It was 

that time of year. He thumbed the screen again and dialed for Miranda, hoping to call her or somebody 
else out on whatever was going on. He put it on speaker this time, even as he told himself it was stupid 
to be afraid of holding it to his head. 

Ring. Ring. Ring. Ring. Voicemail. Miranda’s tomboy timbre piped out in scratchy waves: 
“Hey, this is Miranda, I guess I’m out and about, so just leave your name and number and 

WITNESS.” 
Ned gasped and dropped the phone like a scalding pot. It thumped on the carpet, screen up. 

“WITNESS WITNESS WITNESS WITNESS WIT–” 
The message cut off. He stared at the “Call Ended” screen until the backlight faded and his face 

reflected back in shades of black. 
A loud knock sounded from the common room. Ned’s head snapped up; his veins turned to ice, 

muscles rigid, as he glared through his open bedroom door. 
Two more knocks, in slow succession. A shaky hand on the armrest, he rose to his feet. 

“Hello?” He called, taking slow steps from his desk. He scanned his shelves for a weapon, but the most 
dangerous thing there was a spare Phillips screw. 

Three knocks followed. He was close to the couch now. “Who is it?” 
Four knocks. The dim kitchen light cast every curve and angle of the common room in 

elongated shadows. His own was like a dark ghost confined to the floor as he crept toward the front 
door. The video security system, a small screen and keypad at doorknob-level, flickered its beady red 
light. Someone was still out there. 

He thumbed the power button and the screen came to life. A grainy, angled view down at the 
apartment’s porch revealed a light figure in a sea of darkness. A little girl with long black hair stood on 
the porch. “Trick-or-treating isn’t until tomor—” 

It wasn’t the girl’s height that made his mouth dry, knees weaken, and chest burn with terrified 
panic like he’d taken a lighter to the heart. It wasn’t her tattered white dress. It wasn’t even her empty, 
black eyes. 

It was that, as she finished her fifth set of knocks, he could see the shadows of her dangling bare 
feet as she hovered over the doormat. 
 The sixth set of knocks began. It had been a warmer night than usual, and his bedroom window 
was ajar. Only a wire screen stood beyond it. He ran. 

The kettle on Ned’s stovetop whistled, and then screamed, deep into the night. 



 
. . . 

 
Ned stumbled down the tile hall, his breathing as ragged as the shoes on his dragging feet. The 
fluorescent lights stung his tired eyes. He scanned the walls, searching for the cork board again. He 
knew it was further down the hall, but he couldn’t take any chances. He’d tried Googling the group’s 
name but, ironically, nothing came up for Cardinal, just unrelated articles and clubs with the same 
name in other states. Miranda still wouldn’t pick up. 
 Then there it was: his poster for the bake sale. But it had been moved; someone carefully 
rearranged the board to accommodate the ad parallel to what he was really looking for. 

He rushed and splayed a desperate palm over the gaudy ad, but the smooth paper under his skin 
paused his fervor. What if he was going insane? What if they were a scam? He shook his head at the 
doubts. He had to try. Surely he had enough of a head start by now. 
 With a trembling hand, he took out his phone and dialed the NetFixerz “Emergency” number. 
 Ned clenched and unclenched a sweaty fist at his side, digging his nails into his palm: part fear, 
part embarrassment, part trying like hell to keep himself awake. He leaned his head against the thatch 
of posters in tired desperation. 

Ring. Ring. Ring. Click. 
 He flinched away as if he’d heard that unspeakable voice again. They hung up? Figured; it was 
probably just some weird scam. He was about to tear off the poster for good and start running again 
when his phone shook. 

He looked back at the screen. It was a message from the number he’d just called: 
 

Text back. 
 

 What kind of student service was this? Ned shifted from one aching foot to the other and eyed 
the area for a seat. Dead ahead was the second floor atrium: Earth Sciences to the right, Chemistry to 
the left, clinking cafeteria down square spiral stairs in the corner. Four plush armchairs separated by 
end tables and a rectangular one in the middle made up the sitting space, like a doctor’s waiting room.  

The rightmost seat was occupied by some guy with glasses in a black windbreaker, hunched 
over, flicking through his phone. Mindful of personal space, Ned took the leftmost seat. 

He collapsed on the plush cushion and nearly fell asleep on the spot. Yet he had a feeling 
whoever he had on the other line didn’t want to wait. He cracked his knuckles. 
 Is this NetFixerz?, he texted. 
 His thumb had scarcely left “Enter” when a trio of dots popped up beneath his message. 

Yes. You have a tech-related emergency? 
Yeah. I think. 
A few more seconds, then another blip. Describe it as accurately and briefly as you can. 
Feeling his face flush with both mortal fear and embarrassment, Ned did: 
A friend emailed me this creepy poem last night when I was home. She said something was after 

her that’d killed people. When I finished reading it somebody called and kept saying “WITNESS.” 
Then somebody started knocking on my door. I looked and there was a girl out there and she exactly 
like what my friend described. And she was…floating. And I took buses all over town and kept running 
but something has been knocking everywhere I go all night. It all started with that email and that call, 
but my friend won’t answer her phone and I thought you could help. 

Send. Thirty seconds, and his phone lit up again: 
 Okay. Have you told anybody else about this? Police? Friends? 



Thank God, he thought. No, I’ve just been on the run. Thought about calling my parents but I 
didn’t want to worry them. And I don't know if they’d believe me. And… if something happened to her, I 
don’t want anybody to think I did it. 

Then, hoping it didn’t sound defensive: Maybe I’m insane. Is this even something you guys do? 
This time, the wait for a response was agonizing. Ned’s chest pounded as he stared at his phone, 

foot tapping the carpet, too anxious to even browse other sites. 
After five minutes, it rumbled again: Yes. What is your full birth name and address? 
Ned normally balked at giving his contact information to a stranger, but this situation was 

disturbingly abnormal. Edward Archer Hoyle. 3110 East State Street, Apt 3. 
How many roommates, pets, or neighbors do you have? 
Even in his bleary, frightened state, Ned furrowed his brow at the question. No pets, roommates 

are out. Two other apts on both sides w/ space. 
Another gap of a few minutes, and Ned was on the edge of his seat, ears perked up for the 

faintest knocking. The ergonomic grip on his phone’s case was all that kept it from sliding out of his 
hand from a cold sweat. When it rumbled again, it felt like he’d been thrown a lifesaver. 

Return home immediately. We’ll be there in half an hour. 
After Miranda’s message brought this hell upon him, Ned’s trust was strained—but whoever 

was telling him, he didn’t have to be told twice. With renewed adrenaline, he bolted from the chair and 
flew down the stairs. Texting a thank-you could wait; he had a bus to catch. 
 
Aron straightened up in his seat, black windbreaker rustling against the chair’s polyester, and 
contemplated the string of messages he’d just received. He cast a glance at the newly vacated seat on 
the other side of the coffee table; whatever precisely had happened to this guy, he’d run like it wasn’t 
even close to over. In that case, he’d officially set the pace. Ma’s party that evening might have to wait. 
 Aron snapped up his phone again and sent a group text to five people. It was the address he’d 
been given, and four words: 

Time to log in. 
  
Deep breath out. Rich sat on the edge of his bed, legs parallel, balls of his bare feet gently touching the 
hardwood floor that spread across the small room. Deep breath in. His hands rested gently on each 
knee, palms to the ceiling. A fidgeting breeze from the ajar window caressed his dark hair, wafting up 
the scent of incense—violet, from a slender stick slouching out of the diminutive pot on the ground in 
front of him. Deep breath out. 
 He opened his eyes. On the screen of his phone, leaning against the wall past the incense, a 
message had appeared. He widened his lips—not a smile, not a frown. Someone needed his help. 
 
Rip lay on her back in bed, tossing a rotund stuffed animal of a seal at the ceiling with alternating 
hands. She sighed. “No, that won’t work!” She thought aloud. “It needs to be a splash page, that’s it.” 
She hopped off the covers, tossing the seal into the miniature soccer goal by her overflowing trash can, 
and over to her angled desk. 

She'd been up since four AM, per usual, but writer's block was nothing compared to graphic 
novelist’s block—she’d have to pull another all-nighter to work through the sketch drafts for these last 
two spreads. But if that’s what it took, that’s what it took. 
 Through blinds closed tight, slats of afternoon sunlight ran across her easel, parallel enough for 
to run a pencil across. She leaned back in her desk chair only to hunch over again and take another 
swig of hot pumpkin spice latte. Okay, so in this panel, Hallie Hastalavista had just saved Neo Barrio 
from the Cybercabra, and as she turns to embrace Alan Lombardo, her long-time companion, in a 
moment of joyful honesty... 



 Her phone jingled; she snatched it up before the tune could even finish. When she saw the 
message onscreen, an anxious eagerness stung her heart. She dropped her pen and spun out of her seat. 
 
Cal stared at the concrete, bouncing near and far, near and far as he ran down the sidewalk. Puffs of 
breath appeared and evaporated through clenched teeth, and his nose was starting to numb, but he could 
feel the cool splash of sweat widening over his back under two overcoats. “Gunshots by Computer” by 
Saul Williams pounded his ears through neon purple Beats as he whipped his hooded head up to gauge 
his progress: West Campus gym coming up on his left, the Hill on his right leading up to the bookstore 
and clock tower. He figured that was far, but he didn’t have time for any of that hippie Fitbit shit—he’d 
stop when he knew he’d had enough, as much as he deserved, and whether that meant passing out in a 
mile or in twenty feet, alright. 
 The song faded out and back in, and he checked the phone strapped to his bicep like an IV 
under its clear sleeve. He read the text’s preview, and swung a wide right to get into the next crosswalk. 
 
Fuller swerved to avoid a man wrapping up his scarf while exiting the coffee shop. “Sorry,” Fuller 
mumbled. He took the door from the man’s casual grasp and held it open for a trio of women in down 
vests and Uggs to walk inside first. 

“Thanks!” the first two said, but the third was distracted by some paperback book. Fuller 
frowned; he couldn’t stand in line like that now, feeling the hot anxiety of dismissal waiting at her 
back. The church was still wide open a few blocks away—he should’ve just gone there again like 
always. This was what he got for trying something new. 

His pale face and cold-red nose sniffling back at him in a ghostly reflection, he cocked his head 
and scanned through the window the wooden board strung over the baristas. The panini looked good, 
but what if he pronounced a name wrong? Someone would chuckle at him. And if he couldn’t find a 
vacant window seat and stood around looking like an idiot... 

His pocket vibrated. He checked his phone immediately, and pursed his dry lips. 
 
Angela sat in the middle of the big, wide, blue couch. The TV was on. It was a movie she liked. She 
couldn’t remember the name, but it was colorful. She took another little popcorn out of the bag next to 
her and looked at it. Too small. She placed in a line with the rest of them on the low table in front of 
her legs. She didn’t have to read anything until later because it was Thursday today. She could help 
around the house, though. She liked when Ma let her do that, it was good for things to be clean in 
Home Base. She had a big room all to herself now, though. The streamers were pretty in orange and 
black. It smelled like chocolate. 

There was a beep. Her phone lit up next to the remote control on the table. “Oh.” She leaned 
over her popcorns and picked it up and slide to unlock and read it. 

She had to go. “Ma! Ma!” 
“Yes, Angie?” She said from somewhere else. 
“I gotta go! He says I gotta go!” 
“Did he use the code word?” 
“Uh-huh.” 
“Okay. Call if you’re out when it gets dark!” 
She would. Her bag was upstairs in her room. She would get it and Ma would say goodbye. Her 

voice was so warm. 
 
Aron pocketed his phone. Rip was on her way, and the rest would be back home ASAP. For things to 
run like clockwork, they all knew that meant every gear had to be spinning at the same time.  
 His fingertips were around the armrests’ edges when a husky giggle wafted from two seats over. 
“So you spend your free morning here, again, hoping someone’ll notice that stupid poster, and the first 



guy who does runs away from you. I get why you don’t advertise on the internet, but that’s still pretty 
damn hilarious.” 

Aron sighed. “Get out of there.” His sallow, slender form stayed just a gross blur on the cusp of 
Aron’s peripheral vision. There was a time and place for looking directly at him, and this wasn’t it. 

“Aw, why?” Rod whined. 
“Because classes end soon and somebody’s going to want to actually sit there.” 
“Oh, no worries.” Rod stretched out and spread his legs, running his hands through sleek, 

gleaming black hair. “You know I can be a bottom, too.” 
“For God’s sake, beat it!” 
“For God’s sake? That’s a bit presumptuous. I think I’m worth the Pope, at the most.” 
“Out!” Aron hissed. 
A fat guy in a black Star Wars t-shirt collapsed in the seat with his iMac, and all Aron heard 

now was the clatter and chatter of unknown classmates milling through the halls. 
He vacated the chair and speed-walked down the hall, swerving and sliding around oblivious 

undergrads like a wave through a rocky river. Their mindless noises jabbed his ears like the shoulders 
and angled textbooks jabbed his body: fall playoffs recaps, grievances about professors, a parody video 
for the latest pop song warbling out of someone’s hand. It was all… an impediment. He envied Rip’s 
ability to barrel through it, or Angela’s inability to even comprehend it. 

The sunlit aura of the back doors was his light at the end of the tunnel. Then, coming around the 
corner, there appeared a face he unfortunately did know. There was no mistaking that smug smirk; that 
short, slicked-back blonde hair; those slivers of isosceles eyebrows that seemed to pity everybody who 
wasn’t as rich and clever. 

“Aron!” Seth beamed, signaling him with an upward nod. “How’s it going?” 
“Fine.” Don't look directly at him, just keep moving. 
“You got a second?” he beckoned. 
“I have somewhere to be, I’m in a rush.” 
“It’ll just be a minute.” Seth put hand on his shoulder and directed him toward the end of the hall. 

Aron knew what he was doing, and silently cursed him for it. When Seth decided he wanted something 
money couldn’t buy, he got it not with polite requests or brute force, but sly assumptions: that Aron 
would feel awkward repeatedly ignoring him, that he wouldn’t want to make a scene by shrugging out 
of his touch. Trapping him under an invisible net of social expectations, each turning the next with 
mechanical inevitability. 

They came to a stop around the bend of the hallway Seth had just passed. “So how’ve you been?” 
Seth asked, resting a palm against the wall. “I know this can be a stressful time of year. There’s a grad 
student mixer and costume contest tonight if you need something to—” 

“Just tell me what you want already,” Aron interjected. His eyes glazed through Seth’s; they were 
more invested in the buttons on backpacks of passing students and the tantalizing doors to his left. 

“Okay.” Seth took an almost imperceptible step forward. Barely a foot of air hung between their 
chests. Seth opened up a leather folder he’d been holding and leafed through a magazine’s worth of 
papers. “I’ve been going over the, uh, ‘Net-Fixers’ budget and reported purchases for last semester, 
and…” He pulled out a photocopy full of numbers and dates in various rectangles and pretended to 
study it. “I have to say, there’s some substantial expenses in here.” 
 “We work with expensive equipment,” Aron said. “State-of-the-art technology.” 
 “Oh, I‘m sure it is,” Seth smiled. “But thousands of dollars every quarter can’t just be going to 
virus scans and compressed air, can it? And that’s just what’s showing up on the reports.” 
 Aron narrowed his eyes. “We receive independent funding. You know that.” 
 Seth raised his hand in an exaggerate defense. “Hey, if that was money going to you supporting, 
say, the football team or the Greeks, I’d understand, but since you don’t really… do anything, to be 
frank, it’s concerning.” His prone palm became a pointing finger. “I know you think you can run circles 



around the student organizations budget cap, but this school is not going keep its ranking if we’re 
diverting a hundred K a year to tech support. You may be Madeline’s pet project, but when she retires 
your little ‘club’ is going to start being accountable.” 
 Aron nodded; he’d heard Seth, but he’d been less hung up on his words than his tie. It was 
British, the stripes running diagonally the opposite direction. Aron thought it perfectly encapsulated 
Seth’s attitude: subtle yet intrusive, inconsequential yet arrogant. He wondered if being the Dean’s son 
had gone to Seth’s head right away or only when he realized he could cut in line for it. 
 “Aron?” 
 Aron looked up. 

“I’ll tell you what: you get a hold of me by next week when you’re ready to talk… maturely 
about this.” He produced a business card before Aron even realized he’d withdrawn his wallet. 

The card hung expectantly between Seth's two forefingers like a buzzing gnat. Locking eyes, 
Aron snatched it and shoved it in his breast pocket. “Will do.” 

“That’s the spirit.” Seth patted him on the shoulder. “Great catching up!” He sauntered down 
the hall from whence Aron came. 

Aron wrinkled his nose. Bastard. 
 
A black commercial van with purple racing stripes pulled up to the curb behind Simpson Hall and 
stopped short before a carved, caving pumpkin someone had discarded in the leaf-plastered gutter. On 
the other side of the street, more orange-brown dunes blew from intermittent oaks along the sidewalk.  

As Aron roughly swung open the building’s double doors and strode across the concrete 
walkway, the passenger side popped open. Ripley stuck her head out of the idling car. “We still good?” 
She leaned over the center console to hold the door with a hand that carried a jacketed coffee. 
Pumpkin-spice latte, Aron smelled. 

“Good enough.” He clasping his coat against the autumn breeze like a cloak. “We got an Author 
and a manny from the sound of it, and the guy’s place is less than a mile from here,” he reiterated. 

He reached out to relieve Rip from propping open his entry, and he felt the business card scrape 
against his chest. He sighed as if it had been a needle. 

“You okay?” Ripley asked. “You look stressed. And not the usual ‘I’m about to possibly save 
the world again’ stressed.” 
 He was so close to clawing that card out of his pocket and tossing it into that pumpkin by the 
curb—the imaginary points it’d be worth would be more rewarding than giving Seth a call. But the last 
thing he wanted her—any of them—to see him as was impulsive. He relaxed a fist to grab the handle 
and slam it behind him as he took his seat. “I’m fine.” 
 “It’s Seth again, isn’t it?” Ripley chanced, taking her foot off the brake. 
 “Yeah,” he said. “I’ll work it out.” 
 “He can’t touch you,” she said. “You know that, right? Ma’s got it all covered, and the Dean 
doesn’t hate her as much as that pomade-smelling prick thinks he does.” She toasted her coffee. 
“Besides, party at Home Base tonight!” 
 “Let’s move and talk.” 
 Ripley left her mouth ajar, then nodded. “Drive ‘n jive,” she agreed, and hit the gas. 
 
Ned peeked through the blinds; they were easier to keep open than his own eyes at this point. The 
streets of East Collegetown’s fringes were quiet. Aside from a stray dog-walker or kid on a bicycle, the 
neighborhood was vacant. 
 He left the window and made sure the chair propped against the doorknob was sturdy. The 
Coffeemate burbled behind him, but its smell had become nauseating on top of the scorched kettle that 
was nearly smoking when he returned. For once, Ned wished he was in class. 

In the meantime, he’d thought about taking down decorations to pass the time and make the 



surroundings less sinister, but he didn’t want to be caught off-guard. So cotton spiderwebs still sagged 
over the television console and bookshelves. A miniature toy vampire dangled his legs over the kitchen 
countertop. Gummy bloody letters spelled “RED RUM” on the bathroom mirror. 

As he paced about the common room, he heard the usual thrum of a passing car lower to a 
rumble. The rumble sputtered out. Ned raced back to the window and pried apart the blinds. 

A long, black van with twin purple stripes down its side had stopped in front of his building. 
 
“’K,” Rip said, setting the parking brake to a chorus of unbuckling seatbelts. “After you.” 
 Cal slid open the right-side door and got out. The rest of the group followed, each carrying their 
own handful or armful of zipped, clasped, or collapsed equipment in bags and bundles. Purple tape 
spelled out “NF” in block letters somewhere on the side of each. 

The place was a one-floor rectangular apartment, with smooth, modern-looking tan siding. The 
lights were off, and both visible windows had their blinds drawn. Separated unit-by-unit from others 
like it in pale pastel shades, it mirrored the opposite side of the street like a row of gap teeth. A slim 
porch boxed in the dead-center blank plate of a door. A round plastic toy ghost looked down at him 
from a boxy chunk of the eaves with a small hole in its middle.  

“Alright, we’ve seen worse,” Cal judged. 
A duffel bag in hand, Aron cut to the front of the promenade. He raised a fist to knock, but then 

thought better of it, remembering Edward’s messages. Fortunately, there was a doorbell. 
Ding-dong. Several seconds passed with not a sound from inside. “Edward?” Aron called. 
“Mr. Hoyle?” Fuller edged in alongside Aron. “It’s the NetFixerz team. We’re here to help.” 
 “I bet he fell asleep,” Rip said. 
Just then, a thunk came from the door frame, and it swung open a crack. 

 
“Yes?” Ned said quietly to the guy at the threshold. He held the door open just enough to peek out with 
a single eye. A small crowd stood on his porch and walkway. 
 “My name is Aron, and this is the NetFixerz team,” the guy in front said, gesturing to his party. 
He wore black-rimmed oval glasses that seemed to brace the intensity between a pair of dark blue, 
faintly squinting eyes and a Roman nose. His unkempt swath of black hair matched the insulated 
windbreaker billowing around him like a cape. 
 “Oh, thank God,” Ned sighed. He’d been worried they wouldn’t come, but they were punctual 
as promised. Although… 

“Wait, do I know you? You look familiar.” 
 Aron blinked twice. “No, not that I know of.” He pushed up the bridge of his glasses and 
pointed inside. “Mind if we come in?” 

 “Yes!” Ned exclaimed, snapping himself out of his paranoia. “Please, thank you, thank you.” 
The group entered single-file and spread around the common room in a clockwise curve. They 

all carried at least one bag, box, or collapsed structure each, in various dark shades. “Is it alright if we 
set these here for now?” smiled a lean guy with a close-cropped brown beard and nearly shaved head. 
He wore a plain white tee and gray slacks under his coat. 

“Um, sure.” 
“Excellent!” The guy waved at the pair of couches surrounding the coffee table. “And do you 

mind if we just drop our coats and hats here?” 
“Sure.” 
“Thank you!” 
As they set down their cargo and shed their autumn wear, Ned got a better look at the rest of the 

group. In addition to the polite bearded guy and Aron, there were four others: 
A tall black guy with short, frizzy hair and an angular face leaned against the wall by the TV. 

With his coat off, Ned saw he was incredibly skinny; jeans and a Patriots jersey sagged over his frame 



like the prop skeleton from his neighbor’s yard went clothes shopping. 
A narrow-faced Hispanic girl with black hair in an arched ponytail was hunched over, going 

through the group’s boxes as soon they touched down and flipping, unzipping, and unclasping them 
open. She wore indigo yoga pants that matched her nails but clashed wildly with her bright red top. 

A sallow, slouching guy in a dark green hoodie knelt by a wall socket, quietly opening a laptop 
with a grim expression. A thin silver crucifix necklace behind his drawstrings glinted in a stray beam of 
cloudy light through the blinds. He looked like he was either going to be sick or pass out—Ned could 
relate.  

Then there was the Asian girl in an oversized tan sweater and sweats who had already sat down 
on the longer couch. She stared at the coffee table, her round face either tranquil or deep in thought. 
She picked up Ned’s mug and scrutinized it. 

Ned cleared his throat. “So yeah, I don’t know which one of you I was texting—” 
“I relayed your information to the rest of the team,” Aron stated. 
“For the sake of clarity, though,” the bearded guy said. “If you could please repeat for all of us 

everything that happened in the last twenty-four hours, that’d be extremely helpful.” 
“Okay,” Ned said. So quickly and clumsily, he did (he left out the part about covering the 

NetFixerz poster, though). When he got to recalling the email, Aron stepped forward and cut him off. 
“Don’t say anything specific about the poem, at all, unless we tell you to.” 
“But… why?” Ned said, confused and slightly embarrassed. 
“Because if we’re dealing with what I think we are here, the less we discuss it aloud, the better.” 
 “Yeah… well, I hope you can still help, then. I know this story is insane but the cops would 

think I was crazy and… and… ” 
Something in the room was making a droning clatter. He looked over and saw the girl on the 

couch was sliding his mug against the raised edge of the table. 
“Uh, yeah,” he called anxiously. “The table’s got a lip on it so nothing can slide off.” 
The girl kept bumping the mug. 
“Could you stop doing that, please?” 
“Angela?” Aron asked. He walked around and knelt next to her. She didn’t make eye contact. 

“Not now,” he said softly. He laid a palm on the mug. “Not now, okay?” 
The girl loosened her grip. She frowned and started aligning the magazines at right angles. 
Ned looked to the Hispanic girl and hitched a thumb at the couch. “Is she…?” 
“She’s with us,” the guy in the hoodie said firmly, standing with his hands in its pouch. 
Ned threw up his hands. “Okay, real quick, I think I should know all of your names.” 

 “You don’t trust us?” The guy in the hoodie asked. 
 “I just want to know what to call you if you’re going to all be in my apartment for a while.” 
Silence had the floor. Then the bearded guy raised his hand. “Richard,” he said. 
“Ripley,” the Hispanic girl said. 
“Calvin,” the black guy said. 
The guy in the hoodie looked down. “Fuller,” he said, his defensiveness turned deferential. 
“I’m Angela!” The girl on the couch said, still adjusting the magazines. 
“And you know me,” Aron said. “Now where were we?” 
Ned closed his eyes. Vertigo was starting to hit him with hitches and starts, but if he got too 

comfortable he was sure to pass out. “But yeah …” He choked up, and had to blink away watering 
eyes. “Shit, I thought it was just some stupid internet prank-stalking thing at first, but every time I try to 
get in touch with my friend it just… just… Take a look.” 

Ned produced his phone, but Aron didn’t take it. Instead, he waited as Richard unzipped a 
duffel bag from a pile of their stuff in the entryway and handed Aron a pair of form-fitting black 
gloves. Green lights ran down the fingers to the wrists in luminescent veins. Aron slid them on, then 
retrieved Ned’s phone between thumb and forefinger. 



 
Aron slid the conductive tip of the gloves’ index finger across the screen. He was looking at a 
Facebook private message feed, between “Ned Hoyle” and “Miranda Statler.” While Ned’s innocuous 
comments and questions over a week made up the top half of the display, the bottom half was different: 
 

Miranda, you there? Your phone won’t work, don’t know where you live, I’m scared 
Please where are you 
Please 
Just tell me how to stop it 
Whatever I did I’m sorry 
WHY 

 
 The messages all had a red exclamation point next to them—failed to send. And every one of 
Miranda’s past responses was now the same word: Witness. 
 He looked over his glasses at Ned. The young man’s (Aron figured him for a sophomore) face 
became as blurry as his curly blonde hair, but his anxious eyes and trembling chin remained clear. “Do 
you still have that email?” 
 “Yeah…?” 
 “Print it.” 
 Ned nodded and ran through a door to the right of the kitchen. As the sound of frantic clicks 
emanated from the dim room, Aron urged the rest of the group to gather around. 
 “Author, Class Three,” Angela judged, standing on her tip-toes. 
 “Happy Halloween, everybody,” Fuller grimaced. 
 “It’s a shame, looks like a nice gal.” Rich pointed at the screen and lowered his voice. “Should 
we check the local news for if she…?” 
 “We would’ve heard ‘bout it by now,” Cal said. “Or smelled it.” 

“I can run some searches for her if you want, Aron,” Rip offered. 
 “Maybe later,” he said. He whispered something to her, and handed her the phone. 
 Whirs and chugs replaced the clicks, and within a minute Ned ran back into the room with a 
sheet of paper flapping in his hand. “Here you go,” he said breathlessly, and handed it to Aron. 
 Rip palmed the phone back to Aron for the sheet. He held the print job up to the scant light and 
winced in spite of himself: it was a monochrome screengrab of a Gmail account, the text in a shrunken 
rectangle at the center. 
 He quickly read the poem, as well as the text below it which was presumably Miranda’s, and 
handed it to Fuller. “Everybody get a good look at this, but nobody read aloud. It’s her, alright.” 
 Fuller’s eyes scanned down the page and he passed it onto Angela. And so it went, until Rip 
completed a mere one-over scan and dropped it on the couch. 

“At least it’s not a whole elaborate story this time,” she shrugged. 
“Ned,” Rich asked, separating from the huddle to extend an encouraging hand. “You said you 

‘ran around town.’ Where precisely did you go, between when you heard the knocks and right now?” 
 “Well, I… I thought about staying at a friend’s but I didn’t want to get anybody else wrapped 
up in this, so I took two buses into town and ran through some stores. Then I—” 
 “Here, just give me that again,” Aron said casually, reaching for his phone. 
 “No!” Ned withdrew it like a priceless statuette. “Hold on here.” 
 “Aron…” Fuller sighed. 
 “Why do you always ask that when you know we’re going to cross-reference it anyway?” 
 “Because to establish empathy and resolve discrepancies, I feel it’s critical for the subject to—” 
 “The ‘subject’?” Ned laughed madly. He clutched his hair and paced in a tight circle. “Who 
exactly are you people?” He stormed over to the couch and clutched the poem in a sweaty hand. “What 



is this thing? Why is it after me?” He waved around the room with convulsive exasperation. “And what 
is all this stuff, and how is going to help me!?” 

“It could’ve messed with the location services, man,” Cal whispered, placing a hand on Aron’s 
shoulder. “Y’know that.” 

Aron shook his head. His thoughts flashed back to Seth, standing over him with a cocky 
command and withering dismissal. He closed his eyes and gritted his teeth. “Alright.” He looked up. 

“We hunt DEMONs,” Aron said. 
Ned’s shoulders slackened. “...What?” 
Aron looked both ways. “Guys, start setting up.” As the team vocalized assent and began 

emptying out the supplies they’d placed about the room, he walked around Ned. “Are you a physics 
major, Ned? An engineer? Ever studied neurobiology, or string theory?” 

“I’m… I’m an English major,” he stammered, turning to face Aron. 
Aron half-smiled to the ground. Lucky kid. He took to a stool by the kitchen counter. 
“Somewhere out there, in all of existence, there are… other worlds. Tucked inside time and 

space around us in higher dimensions and parallel universes, like loops of fabric deep within a 
tapestry.” He’d never rehearsed it, but the explanation came naturally by now. Where a cover story or 
discreet recon wasn’t practical, they’d encountered plenty of enquiring minds. And, as he’d seen again 
tonight, evasiveness could hurt their mission instead of help it. 

“Statistically, most of these worlds are harmless. It’s either our own universe, all folded up, or 
nothing lives there, like a desolate planet. But in a handful, there’s… predators. Parasites. Beings that 
have honed—like us—the traits most likely to ensure their survival.” 

Aron looked up to make sure he still had an attentive audience. As tripods and swathes of 
tangled power cables went up behind him like a rock star’s stage crew, Ned stood his ground. “Even 
if… any of that were true, what does it have to do with my phone? Or this email?” 

Aron took a deep breath. He still realized how insane it could sound. “These other dimensions 
can’t sustain complex life—they’re like a primordial Earth. Furthermore, it’s impossible for physical 
matter to travel between dimensions; even if something did ‘cross over,’ we wouldn’t be able to tell 
what it was and it’d probably die on arrival. What can make the trip, though, is certain signals. So 
whether deliberately or through evolution, there are creatures that can exist as nothing more than pure 
electrical energy. Ones and zeroes, protons and neutrons. And what’s the most efficient way for a 
digital predator to find prey? 

“The World. Wide. Web,” Cal declared, gradually uncoiling thick insulated wiring around the 
perimeter. Aron scooted forward on his stool to allow him under the countertop. 

“Or compact discs, computer cartridges, appliances—anything that can send or interpret an 
electrical impulse. They’re like insects, nesting in technology, coming out only to hunt or feed.” 

Aron got up from his seat. “And they all have one thing in common: a desire to cause pain. 
Some are carnivorous, some gain sustenance from the chemicals the human body secretes to produce 
fear, and some are just vindictive. But while some are capable of taking physical form once they’ve 
been here long enough, others just stay in a computer and mess with your head. So for ease of 
reference, we call them DEMONs: Digitally Embodied Malevolence and Organized Neuroses.” 

Ned looked like he’d taken a blow to the temple. He staggered backwards and slumped onto the 
back of the shorter couch, which Angela and Cal had tilted his way to clear up space. “So… by that 
logic, this ‘La Muerta Blanca’ thing is a ‘DEMON’?” 

“Yup,” Cal said, completing the cables’ circuit. He plugged them into a generator by the 
bookshelf, eliciting a crackle. 

“We’ve been tracking her for over a month,” Rip reported, sidestepping an open insulated 
suitcase. She shook a slim binder. “Seven unsolved murders in four countries.” 

Aron shook his head. Rip was eager to a fault. As much as Aron strived for clarity, this wasn’t 
as cut-and-dry as it sounded. Still, he had to explain what he could—and fast, already. 



“When you opened that email, the DEMON which manifests itself as La Muerta Blanca 
temporarily nested in your computer. It used your webcam to track your eye movements while reading 
and effectively ‘pupated’ when you completed the last line.” 

“Sometimes it spreads as a story instead, or chain letter,” Rip said. “We’ve come across 
permutations on various message boards and social networks. I did ethnographic research in Mexico 
and South America and it’s hard to tell if La Muerta Blanca was an actual person; I found the records of 
girl in Guadalajara whose father beat her to death with a telephone in 2007 but—” 

“Rip.” Aron raised a hand. “It’s time.” 
She blushed and brushed a sheave of hair out of her eyes. “Right,” she said sheepishly. She 

thrust the binder at him and hopped over the piles of supplies to run back to the van. 
“…After that,” Aron continued, “it used the wifi connection between your phone and computer 

to assimilate with your voicemail and media accounts, preventing its previous target from helping you.” 
He gestured at the sheet in Ned’s hand. “Reading the message on paper nullifies the effect, although I 
cautioned against speaking it out loud just in case it’s hijacked your phone’s speaker.” 

“But… then how did you know about it beforehand without it coming after you?” 
“It doesn’t like us,” Fuller grunted, lugging a cooler over to the fridge with Cal. 
“It requires specific circumstances beyond what we just discussed to manifest,” Aron explained. 

And we don’t know what they are. 
“And…” Ned looked around the room. “All of this stuff is designed to… catch it? Kill it?” 
“Sever it,” Rich clarified, leaning up from where he was still wiring something behind the TV 

set. “It’s like an old tin can telephone: the voices don’t come from the can, they come through the 
string. We cut the string.” 

“That last line of the poem, though,” Ned pondered. “Won’t it just go away if I forward the 
story to someone else?” He clutched his forehead. “Which means Miranda… she’s still alive. And 
she’s probably trying to get in touch with me, Jesus—” He headed for the door, but Rich grabbed him 
gently by the shoulders. 

“Yes, and yes,” Rich affirmed. “But no. We have to end it here.” 
“And this is what happens if we don’t.” Aron handed Ned the binder: maroon, with a strip of 

paper reading “LBM” in pencil taped to the front. Hesitantly, Ned flipped through the first few pages. 
Aron knew the collage of crime scene photos well, even seeing them upside-down: A Paraguayan man, 
his throat slashed, lying down with one leg bent at a grotesque angle. A pair of children from Ontario, 
their eyes and limbs torn out. A mother from California, mutilated so badly the picture could be 
mistaken for a pile of raw beef. 

“A corpse’s pace,” Aron repeated. “This thing will follow the exact path you took through 
town, slowly but surely, until it catches up to you.” 

Aron actually saw Ned’s stomach turn as he gulped. “How can it… know that?” 
“The same way we can.” Aron closed the distance to the couch. “And that’s why I need your 

phone. To know if we’ll all be staring death in the face in the next ten hours or the next ten seconds.” 
Ned discarded the binder on the couch and fished out his phone like it was burning his leg. 
“Thank you,” Aron replied, and flicked it on. “The geolocation dump should be done by now.” 
“The… what?” 
Aron pinched a pinkie-nail-sized nub out of the charging port and dropped it in his back pocket. 

“I had Rip stick a wireless USB transfer device in your phone earlier. It’s been compiling temporary 
cache data from the velocimeter, gyroscope, and Maps application to provide a precise rundown of 
your movements over the last 24 hours, for her mobile workstation out in the van.” 

“You what—” 
“It was either that or we waste ten minutes on me explaining everything I just told you.” 
“Aron?” The voice crackled in his micro-earpiece. 
“Loud and clear,” he replied. The rest of the team paused, noting the communique. 



“It’s coming together. Looks like he zig-zagged up through to West Campus, got in a vehicle at 
the Drama School, did a loop, waited, caught another ride, and... Geez, poor kid must be beat by now.” 

“Are you talking to somebody?” Ned asked. “What are they saying?” 
“She says you must be beat by now,” Aron relayed. 
“I…” Ned rubbed his eyes. “I am, actually. But I’m too scared to sleep.” 
“We got this, man,” Cal said, cracking open a Red Bull from the cooler. “Catch your Z’s.” 
“Okay.” Ned shook his head. Aron knew rationalization when he saw it. Especially when he 

caused it. “Just… first, how long do I have? What does that gyro-data-thing say?” 
“What time did you read the email?” Aron asked. 
Ned shrugged. “Ten-thirty-ish?” 
 “End tally starting from ten-thirty PM last night, Rip?” 
She clucked her tongue in time with keyboard clacks and taps. “Distance traveled, roughly 

12.25 consecutive miles, over 13.55 hours, including time spent at this address, equates to an average 
speed of… roughly .166 miles per hour. But that’s between going on foot and public transit, so there’s 
some major velocity spikes. Now, we don’t know what a ‘corpse’s pace’ is but I’ll charitably assume a 
walking pace. I can crunch the numbers on that but—” 

Aron pointed at Ned. “Her height and age, when you saw her—guess.” 
Ned scoffed. “I don’t know, six or seven? Three-foot-something?” 
“Angela,” Aron asked. She was removing her silencer headphones from her bag. “What’s the 

average walking speed of a three-and-a-half-foot-tall person? 
Angela rocked in place for a second. “One-point-eight-seven-nine miles per hour,” she replied. 
As Ned gawked, Aron spun around and repeated the figure to Rip. But every door, she’ll wait 

and knock. “Hold on. How many of those routes intersected with buildings?” 
“Hmm… Looks like fifteen. Mostly this morning.” 
“Assuming a pair of doors to enter and exit each building, one second between knocks and two 

seconds between sets of knocks, what does that add?” 
“At least… an hour and fifteen minutes.” 
 “So if they both left this address only minutes apart, that’d give Ned a head start by now of…” 
“8.771 hours.” 
“Eight hours, forty-five minutes,” Aron announced to the room. He turned the phone back on 

and handed to back Ned to see the clock: 1:15 PM. This was math the kid could handle. 
“At ten o’clock,” Ned said numbly. 

 “Which means we’re working with something we rarely do, for better or worse: a timetable.” 
Aron snapped his fingers and pointed across the room. “Cal, Rich, get the Playpen.” 
 “No prob.” Cal set down his drink and the pair ran outside. 
 “What’s the ‘Playpen’?” Ned asked. 
 “A high-intensity security device,” Aron explained. “We like to set it up when we suspect a 
DEMON’s going to get a little touchy-feely in the real world.” 
 “The real world…” Ned laughed, a delirious wheeze clipping off its end. “I’m going to bed.” 
 As Ned did, Aron pulled Fuller aside. 
 
Fuller didn’t mind standing guard. When it wasn’t too obtrusive, he secretly enjoyed getting a chance 
to see people’s bedrooms. It reminded him the souls they helped were just like him: with their own 
corner of hopes and hobbies they could take solace in away from the rest of the world. 

“He said to, uh, keep an eye on you for a bit,” he said from the doorway. “Just in case.” 
 Ned shrugged, stretching out on his back on the bed. “Whatever.” 
 “You mind?” Fuller asked, indicating the desk chair. When Ned didn’t, he took a seat. 
 Ned sighed. “No offense, but am I the only one who thinks that Aron guy is kinda an asshole?” 
 “He’s determined. But it depends what he’s determining.” 



 Ned closed his eyes. “Must be great knowing everything about this stuff. What are you guys 
even afraid of anymore?” 

“We don’t know how hell works,” Fuller said. “We just know how it breaks.” He looked up. 
“But you really want to know?” 

“Sure, why not?” Ned forced a laugh. “Would make me feel better, at least.” 
“Alright.” Fuller scratched the back of his neck. “There’s… a dream I have. It always starts the 

same: I’m in a void, blackness. I’m standing. Then I see this… window before me, on a small hill, lit 
from nowhere. It’s tall, like twenty feet, and beyond the glass I can see… mountains. Trees. Sky. A 
beautiful town. But it’s blurry, I can’t… make it out, it’s not right. 

“That’s when I notice there’s rocks around me, at my feet—just these big, fist-sized chunks. So 
I pick one up, and I huck it, right at the window. The glass shatters, and there it is, a whole ‘nother 
world, everything so clear… And then I hear an echo. 

“I look up, and I realize it’s not a void, because there’s a ceiling—big wooden rafters, like an 
ancient cathedral. And in the rafters there’s… spiders. Giant ones, the size of dogs, with spindly legs 
and fat, fuzzy gray backs. They lazily crawl the beams, or sleep behind layers of webbing. And as I 
look, one right above me stops, cocks its head, and lets go. It’s falling right at me and… I wake up.” He 
realized his nails were digging into the chair’s arms. 

“Yeah…” Ned murmured. “Spiders’re pretty freaky.” 
“No, no,” Fuller sighed. “It’s not just the spiders. It’s the fear that even when anything looks 

possible, I’m still just in a box. That the second I try to break free, hell is going to come upon me from 
above instead of below. And that whatever does it won’t even be angry—it’ll be swift, silent, and…” 

His words hung in the air like a thin mist. Ned had fallen asleep. 
“Indifferent.” 
Fuller got up and left. 

 
For Aron and his team, it was now just a waiting game. The Playpen only took twenty minutes to set 
up—record time—after which Rip came back in to share sandwiches from the cooler. They reviewed 
the LMB file and cleaned their weapons. Every minute without a knock was another Aron felt pleased 
with their calculations, but the knot in his stomach was still hard to undo. They were still missing 
something—and it wasn’t just Ma’s Halloween party. 
 Hours passed. Gray day gave way to a gloomy, bluish twilight, and the room darkened further. 
 Sunset drew burnt-orange slats across the apartment. When night finally came, it slid slowly 
down the horizon until blackness closed over the opposing buildings like the lid of a coffin. Angela 
took out her phone and called Ma to tell her it was dark now; Rip added that there was a considerable 
delay, but they’d make it. Dinner was energy bars and water. 

Orange and white lights, like nearby stars, glimmered faintly from outside as the holiday’s 
revelry began in earnest. The whoops of students young and old several blocks over reached through 
the windows. Thrumming dance music played faintly. 

Eventually, Aron checked his analog watch again, only to take a deep breath. Then he moved a 
chair from the kitchen table and placed it in front of the Playpen. 
 
It was strange, Ned realized as his sore eyelids loosened, to go to sleep in the light and wake up in the 
dark fully alert. He considered himself a hard worker, but all-nighters were never his style—day and 
night was just too important a divide to dismiss. Now, though, he saw nothing but the vague outlines of 
his desk, dresser, and shelves. Outside his shut door came quiet conversation, while Collegetown 
rocked with the sounds of distant Halloween partying. 

Despite everything, his sleep had been deep and dreamless. Then he rolled over and looked at 
his alarm clock: 9:45, burned the red letters. 

The second Ned burst into the common room, he was taken aback by two things. The first was a 



complete lack of any illumination except a dim construction-site tripod light by the pantry. The second 
was the enormous black outline of a rectangle, propped up on either side by triangular supports, halving 
the common room from wall to wall. 

“Is that…” 
“The Playpen,” Rich said. He stood at some kind of waist-high terminal against the wall that 

reminded Ned of an air purifier and flipped an array of switches on its top. When they glowed blue, he 
nodded approvingly and handed something that looked like a wireless detonator to Cal, who leaned 
against the further-moved couch conversing with Rip. Whatever it did, they seemed confident about it. 
Most of their prior supplies had been condensed and crowded in the back hallway. 

“Hey, Ned,” Rip welcomed. Angela parroted the greeting from the other couch. 
 Aron stood on the door’s side of the Playpen, hands in his pockets, in front of the rightmost 

window. A chill ran down Ned’s back to see the blinds were up. 
“Whoa.” Ned raised a hand. “I’ve got some light if you want it.” 
 “With the power we’re pulling down, the bulbs would blow,” Fuller said. “Sorry.” 
“And we’ve been through this,” Aron said, still staring into the sky. Twin squares of white 

moonlight filled his glasses. “She’s not coming until later.” 
Ned bit his lip. “What if it knows you’re after it?” 
“DEMONs can’t smell a trap, any more than an animal. And we’ll see it coming. It needs a 

vector.” 
“A—” 
“A vector, something close by it can manifest through to a specific spot. Your porch.” 
Ned’s head pounded. “Do they… always need a ‘vector’? ‘Cause I know Halloween is—” 
“Yes. DEMONs may fixate on the holiday to augment fear, but it grants them no special 

abilities. It’s just another day.” 
Ned furrowed his brow. “I was just thinking, that’s supposed to be, like, when ghosts and 

monsters get stronger or something, so—” 
 
“That’s not how it works!” Aron snapped, whipping around to face him through the Playpen’s dark 
frame. “Christ!” 
 Fuller flinched more than the others. That shut Ned up, though. He quietly took to a stool. 

Aron breathed in deep and looked at his watch again. “Rip,” he said calmly, looking to her. He 
yanked the blinds’ cord and sent them thumping back down. “Resume remote operations.” 

“…Okay.” Her worried glance seemed to span more of the floor than her shadow as she headed 
for the door. Once it shut, Rich left the power terminal for Aron’s side. 

“Hey,” he said. “We can still get this.” 
“There has to be a vector.” Think. “It just doesn’t make sense,” he whispered. 
“The kid doesn’t know any better.” Rich whispered back. “But maybe, if this thing did 

evolve… it’s not totally unheard of, you know that—” 
“—And we’ve seen Blanca stories on Reddit, for God’s sake. If it went after everybody who 

read that, thousands of people would be dead.” 
“Rip to Aron,” she checked. 
“I read you.” There has to be. 9:50. Ten minutes. 
“Aron?” Rich asked. 
“Hey, what if I took my phone apart?” Ned asked across the room. “Would that help? Aron?” 
With Ned’s queries in one ear and Rip in the other, Rich in one side of his head and Angela’s 

math in the other, his head felt like a pinball machine. Aron broke away from the window and paced 
the floor. Ned’s phone wasn’t at the door when the knocks came, and neither was his computer. What 
did they miss? How did it decide who lived and died? 



Think. “There has to be.” A catch. A cap. The ground seemed to be shooting up at him. There 
can’t not be. They still had never tested manifestation limits. If he let everybody down… 

In the construction light’s wide shadows, he noticed something on the wall. A small box, at 
chest height. He rushed over and pushed away the folding table someone had leaned against three-
quarters of it. It was a small screen, with buttons beneath. 

“What is this?” he asked Ned rhetorically, pointing at the screen. 
 “Video security system. It’s in all these new modern apartments.” 

“How many cameras are there?” he demanded. “And where?” 
“Just one, above the porch.” 
The boxy chunk of the eaves below that plastic ghost. “So when he said he saw it…” he 

muttered to himself. Of course. The door didn’t have a peephole. 
An unsteady finger flew to Aron’s free ear. “Rip, tell me you have that backup of the LBM 

crime scene case files handy.” 
“Sure, what’s up?” 
“I need you to cross-reference the police reports’ descriptions of the victims’ home security 

systems with our confirmed list of access points. And,” he added, “Miranda Statler.” 
“Can do. And I only have to break a couple of laws.” 
“Do what you have to.” He darted back across the floor in a different direction, then stopped. 

He turned to the door with a bowed head and bit his knuckle. Have to know. 
9:57. Rip was back in his ear. “Okay,” she said. “Rush job, but I think I got something. All of the 

victims’ homes were wired with surveillance systems connected to an indoor video display. Including 
Miranda’s—she lives in a complex owned by the same realty company a quarter-mile from here.” 

That pinball machine in Aron’s head lit up. “That’s it.” 
“But… when they reviewed the footage, nothing was at the door prior to the murders.” 
“It’s not coming to the porch and being seen on the screen,” he announced. He turned to face 

the team. “It’s coming to the screen and being seen on the porch. It hopped the building’s wiring to 
upload itself through the video feed and out the security camera. That’s what the knocking is—a 
loading phase. It’s booting up, growing stronger.” 

Aron raced back and thumbed under the screen. It showed the porch. For now. 
Aron turned off the screen and calmly strode across the room. He sat in the chair facing the 

Playpen. “In formation.” 
The team gathered in a row to his back. Ned hovered anxiously behind them to Fuller’s far left. 
Aron withdrew his gun from its chest holster. The handle and barrel glowed in complement to 

his gloves. It was synced. 
He looked at his watch. 9:59. 9:59. 9:59. 10:00. 
Ned made a pathetic noise, and then the room went as silent as space. Every sound from outside 

was snuffed. Aron could only hear the buzz of the light tripod and the pulse in his head. Every eye in 
the room was on the outline of the door. 

It started. 
Knock. 
Once for your skin, for hers to mend. 

 Aron’s head was down, staring at torn tennis shoes. He loosed the safety, finger on the trigger. 
Knock. Knock. 
Twice for your meat, for her to eat. 

 Cal gulped, scratched his stomach, and tightened his grip on the Playpen’s activator. 
Knock. Knock. Knock. 
Thrice for your bones, to break like stones. 

 Fuller bit his lip, shifting his weight from one foot to the other, eyes locked on the door as if he 
could stop it opening by will alone. 



Knock. Knock. Knock. Knock. 
Four times for your heart, which she’ll tear apart. 

 Rich hastily wiped his brow, scanning the rest of the team’s faces with grim concern and a leg 
up on the coffee table. 

Knock. Knock. Knock. Knock. Knock. 
Five times for your teeth, and none she’ll leave. 

 Angela stared at the ceiling, tapping her fingers in the air as if an invisible piano were 
suspended in front of her, mouthing unclear words. 

Knock. Knock. Knock. Knock. Knock. Knock. 
Six times for your eyes, and as you die 

 “Good luck, Aron,” Rip whispered in his ear. 
Knock. Knock. Knock. Knock. Knock. Knock… 
Seven times for your soul, which she’ll eat whole. 

 Knock. 
 The door slowly opened, as if it had never been locked. A silhouette was visible on the porch: a 
small body, hovering inches above the welcome mat. A little girl in a ragged white slip, with long black 
hair, floated into the light. Her skin was a smooth light brown. Pure black eyes made a mockery of her 
round cheeks, a snub nose, and slender limbs. 
 As a gust of wind slammed the door shut, she descended to the floor on bare feet. 

“Let me guess,” Aron said. “Girl Scout cookies?” 
 “Witnesses,” she rasped, revealing two rows of jagged fangs. 

Cracks split across her face, cutting it eight ways from the tip of her nose. With a damp 
cracking, her face peeled open like a lotus flower. Something pink and slick and furious writhed 
beneath it, like a bowl full of worms. With a desperate screech, she leaped at Aron. 
 “Code Omega, light it up!” 
 Cal thumbed the trigger, and a lightning-blue latticework of electricity erupted across the 
Playpen with an almighty crackle. Ned whirled backwards, but Aron didn’t even flinch as Blanca 
collided with the grid like barbed wire. 
 The team’s faces flickered and glowed as if before a cerulean campfire. Blanca’s face flapped 
and whipped at itself as she recoiled, hissing. 

Aron stepped up to the glowing grid. “This is your last chance to give it up. Let this man go, 
return to wherever you came from, and stay there.” 

Blanca hissed. She trudged to the western wall, then the eastern one. Aron watched her, 
satisfied. Nowhere for you to go. The gaps between the Playpen’s beams were the size of a golf ball. He 
raised his weapon, steadied his aim… 

Blanca slammed her head against the eastern wall, and the brain-like tentacles splattered out of 
her face against surface. They began climbing in a fractal zigzag, like a hyperlapse of vines growing. 
Before Aron could warn his team, her whole body had become a grotesque braid of black, brown, and 
pink tentacles, and she slithered through half-inch gap between the Playpen and wall like a centipede. 

“Kill the grid!” Aron yelled, backing everyone away. Ned leaped over the kitchen counter and 
out of sight. Cal slammed the trigger, and the Playpen shorted out with a static crack, plunging the 
room back into black and white. 

As the team spread out, Blanca morphed back into human form on their side of the inert 
Playpen. 

“Protect the target!” Aron yelled. 
“We’re all the target!” Fuller shouted back. 
Aron braced himself against the western wall and fired a round at Blanca’s face, which now 

looked like the exiting end of a busy sausage grinder. One of her tentacles swatted away the bullet. He 



fired again, this time at her torso, and a tentacle stretched out to catch it. She flicked her hands, and 
inch-long pointed nails grew out of her fingertips. 

“A gun?” Ned yelled out of sight. 
“Aron, what’s happening?” Rip shouted. “I heard shots fired!” 
“We can’t attack from the front!” Aron declared. “We have to switch rounds.” 
Rip knew what he meant. There were only two guns between the team. The other one wasn’t as 

dangerous, and yet he knew only one person who could handle it. 
 
Angela didn’t like the day. It was all noise; talk everywhere, up and down and at her and away from her 
everywhere she went and there was too much. She cared more about angles—shapes and how things 
moved and bent and turned, that was easier. Night was quiet. Nothing confusing. It had to be quiet. 
There was less to see, everything was clearer. So when the monsters came out, that was bad. But Ma 
had given her and her friends what they needed to make them go away. 
 It was darker behind the couch but she didn’t like hearing her friends yell. She grabbed her 
silencers and put them on. Rip made them. They looked like big orange headphones. She flipped a 
switch on both sides and then everything was quiet. 

She hopped up and shot her gun at the monster’s back. It was white, and then it was white with 
a little spot of wet black. The monster’s mouth opened wide and then its ugly, evil face looked at her. 
She turned and saw the coffee table. She saw its lip. 

She jumped forward and kicked the lip like a kangaroo. The other end flipped like a mousetrap; 
she ducked, and it slammed into the wall. Magazines and glasses fell around her. The table formed a 
triangle above her head with the floor. She felt the table shake as the monster smashed into it. She 
pointed behind her back like when she would scratch her neck and shot through the table. 
 She clicked the knob on the top round part of her gun to “2.” She didn’t know really how it 
worked, but if she wanted the bullet to go places before it hit monsters, she picked how much she 
wanted it to. Angles were even easier to figure out in the dark. 
 
As Aron strafed toward the kitchen annex where Rich and Fuller stood guard over Ned, Angela spun 
out from beneath the coffee table and kicked it at Blanca. The heavy wood sent her staggering 
backwards, but drew no blood. Angela’s eyes whirled around the room, and then she fired at the front 
door. Although Cal stood in the adjacent corner, he didn’t flinch as a BB-like capsule hit the wood, 
rebounded onto the western wall, and rocketed off to penetrate Blanca’s neck. Spherical bullets sealed 
in contact-sensitive charged elastic shells. Even in the heat of combat, Aron couldn’t help but marvel 
again at what Rip and Ma could come up with. 

Blanca yowled and came at Angela with claws bared. Angela jumped on the long couch and 
used her weight to send it collapsing onto its back. Aron would’ve fired again, but Angela was moving 
too fast for him to safely line up a shot. 

Angela tucked and rolled, and when her feet met the opposing wall she kicked off and fired a 
round at the nook by the refrigerator. It caught plaster, traveled a foot in a microsecond, and careened 
off a grocery list. A black line oozed on Blanca’s forehead. 

Angela clicked the dial on her gun down a notch. She whipped her gun up at the ceiling like a 
tennis player delivering a backhand and bounced a bullet off the ceiling into Blanca’s left shoulder. 
Then another, swinging the opposite way, into her right shoulder. 

Blanca’s tentacles exploded out at her in a congealed stream. Angela ducked and delivered a 
point-blank blast to Blanca’s kneecap, and it split apart like a broken fountain pen. Angela quickly 
swiped a round from her belt and reloaded, the spent magazine dropping along with her sweat into the 
shadows. As she did, Blanca hopped over her back and onto the overturned couch.  

Sweating waves, her face betraying no emotion, Angela cranked the dial again and worked her 
way through the new magazine with a balletic fury. Bullets sprayed overhead with the pops of a 



paintball gun, cracking off cabinets and wall space in a seemingly random crossfire, yet every shot 
bounced back to strike Blanca. 

Blanca hopped backwards onto the bookshelf, squatting to clutch the edge like a wildcat ready 
to pounce. The back of her body was blocked, and her injuries had only seemed to strengthen her. 

“Witness,” she hissed again, staring at Ned. 
“Oh, crap!” Ned wailed as she landed on the kitchen table on all fours. 
“Get back,” Rich cautioned. He sprung up to grab a butcher’s knife from a block by the oven 

Ned had braced himself against. Blanca slashed at Rich, and he parried her strike with the knife. He 
swung across his body, but Blanca rolled out of the way and delivered a downwards scrape to Rich’s 
forearm. Rich seethed, clutching the rake-like wound. 

“Rich!” Cal yelled, running from the corner. “Aron, Angela, cover me.” 
Blanca spun to Cal. “Witness.” 

 “You bet your ass,” Cal replied, and grabbed Aron’s chair from before the Playpen. Using it as 
a shield against her flagellating face, he bullrushed Blanca and pinned her arms against the dishwasher. 
“Angela!” he grunted. 

She couldn’t hear him, Aron realized, but she didn’t need to. As Blanca’s arms began to 
convulse into fleshy ropes, Angela spun her dial around to its max setting and fired sight-unseen at the 
security camera screen. The bullet bounced off the screen, off the wall just shy of the Playpen’s frame, 
took a left at one ridge of the windowsill, then the next ridge, and— 

Blanca slid to the ground, Cal’s grip slipped, and the bullet clipped his thumb instead of the 
back of her head. “Dammit!” 

“All gone,” Angela lamented, staring at the trigger of her gun. 
Blanca reformed under Cal’s legs and skittered towards Ned. Ned whimpered and sprung back 

over the countertop. He collapsed on the ground and scrambled to his feet, racing for his bedroom. He 
slammed the door shut. 

“Aron, status update!” Rip begged. 
“Rich and Cal are injured,” Aron reported. “Angela’s out of ammo.” 
“I’m coming in, I can resupply—” 
“No!” He barked.  
Blanca climbed to her feet and knocked on Ned’s bedroom door. “Besides, she’s got a short 

attention span!” Cal yelled, tying a dish towel around his bloody hand. 
Aron squeezed off a round at the back of Blanca’s head. She cocked her head and the bullet 

flew through Ned’s door. She kept knocking. 
“Shit,” Aron announced. “She’s getting smarter.” 
He lunged over to grab another knife from the chopping block, and Blanca suddenly leapt at 

him. She grabbed his throat with a wad of moist tentacles. Aron started gagging. 
“Aron!” Rip shouted. 
Blanca squeezed her grotesque face up to beside his own. “Witnessssssssss,” she hissed into the 

earpiece. 
She released her grip and Aron fell coughing to the ground. Through blotches and stars, he saw 

Blanca stalking towards the front door. Towards the van. 
“Hey,” he croaked. “Don’t play with your food, eat it!” He groped for the knife he’d dropped 

and haphazardly threw it. The blade caught Blanca in the small of her back. 
She spun around, growled, and dove at him. Her tentacles grabbed his ears, temples, and throat 

like a vise. Aron burst to his feet, head and muscles burning as he pushed away Blanca’s gnashing 
fangs. He fell back to his knees on the Playpen’s border, and pain rocketed up and down his legs. 

“You little—” Fuller bellowed, bursting out of the kitchen. 
“Hold him back,” Aron gasped out, before more tentacles clenched his jaw shut. Angela and 

Rich grabbed Fuller’s arms. 



Aron struggled against the increasing pressure—on his head, his throat, his mind—as the 
construction light shone down on him like the final act of a tragedy. Shaking on aching knees, eyes 
rolling up in his head before the creature throttling him, Aron’s oxygen-starving brain raced through his 
coat, thinking of anything that could help him… 

Seth’s business card. It was right there in his pocket, next to his phone. He could manage a free 
arm. All he had to do was take it out and dial the number. 

All Seth had to do now was hear her voice. He could save Rip and kill him, it was all so simple 
and perfect. He reached a shaking hand into his breast pocket… 

Something dark swung down out of nowhere from his left and hit Blanca upside the head.  
An agonized scream rocked Aron’s ears, and the tentacles slackened and withdrew. He heaved 

and clutched his throat, and rising above him in backlit grandeur was Ned, clutching his computer 
monitor like a wrestler’s folding chair. 

Ned raised his arms high and brought the monitor down screen-first on Blanca’s skull. She 
crushed to the ground screeching, tentacles and limbs spasming, and Ned slammed down one more 
time with a blow that brought him to his own knees. 

A sticky crunch resonated through the apartment, followed by soft burbles and crackles. 
Aron didn’t know how long he stared at Blanca’s crumpled form, but eventually he looked up 

and noticed Ned still just standing there, breathing deeply. The rest of his team was huddled in the 
kitchen, either scared or impressed. 

“How’s that, for a knock,” Ned panted. 
“You…” Aron blinked and shook his head. “Didn’t really have to…” 
“I-it’s okay,” Ned was shaking. “It h-had a bunch of dead pixels anyway.” 
Dark gore seeped out from beneath the monitor, which had bent in two from the force of the 

blows. Then suddenly, the plastic hunk shifted. Aron backed away to his feet, raising an arm to urge 
Ned to do the same. 

But Blanca herself wasn’t moving; as the team looked on, her corpse shriveled and scrunched 
further into itself like a withering mushroom. It grew tighter and smaller until the monitor collapsed 
over it in full, flat to the bloody carpet. 

“Aron!” Rip repeated. Her voice hitched. Had she been yelling earlier? He couldn’t remember. 
“I’m alive,” he replied, and cleared his aching throat. “Blanca’s not.” 
Rip laughed, or sobbed, and Aron heard the clatter of headset coming off. “I’m coming in.”  

 The rest of the team slowly drew near to survey the body. Cal knelt to pry back the shattered 
monitor with one gloved hand and remove neo-vial from his pocket with the other. He frowned to 
notice Blanca’s body had vanished, and the blood was already evaporating. “Damn. Kinda wanted to 
get a sample of that.” 

A rapid stream of knocks came from the door, and Ned seized up. Aron just smirked, though. 
Rip was eager to a fault. 

 
It took only half an hour for the team to disassemble their work. The Playpen was collapsed, cables 
were unplugged, and fallen work stations were righted and folded back into their boxes. Rich broke out 
the First Aid kit for Rich and Cal, though he made sure to offer Ned a shock blanket first. Once 
bandaged up, Cal took his prized homemade caulk out of his bag and patched up what he could of holes 
and cracks. Angela and Fuller helped pick out the bullets and flakes of gel shell casing. 

“You and your buds had a wild Halloween party and broke some stuff,” Cal instructed Ned. “If 
the landlord or parents got a problem, we’ll foot the bill.” He winked. “And lemme know if you want a 
better monitor.” 
 
Ned stood in the middle of the common room and stared down at himself. He didn’t care how strange it 
looked—after all, they’d be ones to talk—but it somehow felt… necessary. The feet that had propelled 



him over a countertop; the stomach that hadn’t thrown up when he faced a literal monster for the first 
time; the hands that killed with the expensive desktop monitor he unplugged and burst out of his room 
with. But looking around now—the lights on, the furniture righted, and the NetFixerz’ supplies at the 
threshold—he might as well have just enjoyed quiet conversation for the evening. 
  “So…” he chanced, standing opposite the row of his guests. “What do I owe you?” 

“Owe us?” Aron asked. 
“Yeah. I know that can’t be free. You guys could’ve died, right?” 
“Consider us a public service,” Rich said, and extended a hand. 
Skeptically, Ned shook it. “I don’t believe it. Any of this… even now. Ghosts. Monsters. Other 

dimensions.” 
 “Some of it’s real,” Cal answered, taking a final sip of his Red Bull. “Some of the time. Hell, 
every other day it’s just people trollin’ or off their meds.” 
 “But when it’s really real, we’ll be there,” Rip said. “Even if it’s nothing like we expected.” 

“Mmm-hmm,” Angela assented. The orange headphones were around her neck now. 
“I’m mostly surprised you guys are just honest about it,” Ned admitted. 
“We don’t have a problem telling people what we do,” Rich said. “We just don’t broadcast it.” 
“And you said it yourself, right?” Fuller shrugged. “Anyone else would be too scared.” 

 One by one, the group picked up their bags and started heading outside. Each bid Ned farewell 
in their own way, but when Aron passed with a nod in the middle of the pack, Ned stopped him.  

“So who are you, really?” He shivered in the cool night air. “How did you guys all meet?” 
 “Consider us a public service that that prefers to remain as private as possible,” Aron said.  

“Besides,” Rip confessed ahead of him. “We have a party to get to!” 
Ned looked over his shoulder to a patch of carpet. “Where did that thing go, anyway?”  
“Disintegrated into diffuse electrical energy,” Aron said. “It’s no more dangerous now than a 

radio wave. And, if you check your phone, you should find it working at full capacity again.” 
Ned did check it, and his eyebrows rose as they only can when someone sees a whole stream of 

missed messages. He swiped one and put the phone to his ear. “…Miranda? Ha! Ha!” His eyes 
watered. “Oh, man, you’re okay! Thank God! Yeah, I— I know, I… I’m sorry, I tried to call… I know, 
it freaked me the hell out too. But…” He looked his six strange saviors in the eye, staggered down a 
porch he could now bear the sight of. “…I found a way to make it go away.” 
 
Out on the walkway to the sidewalk, Aron slowed his pace. Everything went exactly as he’d planned, 
and yet nothing did. They meticulously collected and set up their hardware and tools but barely used 
them. They calculated the DEMON’s arrival almost perfectly, and yet their first line of defense was 
practically worthless. Their victim dealt the death blow when their most elaborate weapons couldn’t. 
And Aron had been so preoccupied giving orders that he overlooked the one thing he’d told himself 
mattered most: thoroughness. One trip to this guy’s cookie-cutter apartment and suddenly everything 
he thought he had under control was out of it. 

As the team chatted amongst themselves about the night’s job, Aron whispered to the concrete. 
He hoped the puffs of breath wouldn’t give him away. “Rod?” 

“So now you want to talk?” he cooed, flattening his windbreaker against the breeze as he 
strolled along on the grass beside Aron. 

“Is he the one?” 
“The one what?” 
“You know.” 
“I don’t know,” he teased. “Because you don’t know.” 
“Don’t give me that. You saw how he handled himself in there.” 
“Yeah, like a sissy.” 
“We all were once.” You know that. 



“Why don’t you ask Ma tonight?” 
Aron stayed silent. 
“That’s what I thought. Just ‘cause he’s a loser and killed a monster with something that has a 

plug doesn’t mean he can round out the Force, hon.” 
It was more than that. Ma had said so. But the van was drawing near. “Forget it,” he said under 

his breath. “We’ve got his number.” 
 

Home Base resembled any other old professor’s house near Cardinal University: a pockmarked red-
brick exterior, a wide and strong wooden porch, and a trio of stone spires rising into the cloudless sky. 
This place, though, was theirs. Ivy weaved along its sides in comforting streams, and the pointed, 
chapel-like windows were alive with warm yellow light. Inside, guests laughed, admired the décor, and 
played parlor games. 
 Yet Aron saw none of this. He sat outside, feet on the porch’s last step, slouched forward with 
his forearms in his lap. Their ecstasy alone was enough for him for now—a meager contact high of 
contentment. The amiable chatter and low music warmed his worries like the pumpkin carved in a 
standard happy Jack-o-Lantern warmed his right ankle.  

“You gonna come inside, Aron?” Rich invited. “Ma’s breakin’ out the caramel apples!” 
“Thanks,” he said, turning to cordially acknowledge his friend. “Not too hungry, though.” 
“Alright,” he ribbed, and downed a handful of candy corn. “More for me.” As he left, Aron saw 

past the living room—where Angela and a little boy he didn’t know sat tapping on the piano under a 
paper cartoon of a witch riding a broom—to where Ma stood in the parlor. Her angular yet flowing 
shoulder-length silver hair, her metallic blue spectacles, and her aging yet bright-eyed face were like a 
bird of prey that chose to give up the chase. She was chatting with two balding guys in suits, while Cal 
and Fuller (even Fuller) stood by nodding earnestly. Others milled behind them in the dining room and, 
out of sight, the kitchen. As he watched from afar, she turned her head and gave him a wry smile. As if 
to say what they both knew: Here or there, this place is yours. I understand.  

Aron watched for a few more minutes as college students in bawdy prefabricated costumes 
stumbled downtown to the best bars. On the further sidewalk, kids headed further uphill past campus, 
where the fancier houses always gave out bigger chocolate bars. 

The boards creaked behind him, and he felt a presence at his side. “Hey,” Rip said. He didn’t 
look up. She sat down, a Solo cup of apple cider in her hand. “Not feeling ‘The Monster Mash’?” 

“Nah,” he said. “And I don’t know most of those people, anyway.” 
“I know,” Rip assented. “It’s not her fault. She still runs the STEM department. Keeping up 

appearances and whatever. It can’t always be about us anymore, even here.” 
The scratchy, rowdy chorus faded out behind them. Soft, plaintive acoustic chords took its 

place. “Forever Halloween,” by The Maine. 
“Definitely Fuller’s pick,” Rip laughed gently. 
“Yeah,” Aron agreed. 
Rip sighed. Her face fell, and she kicked her heel on a mossy step. 
“What’s wrong with us?” she asked. 
Aron raised an eyebrow. “It’s okay, Rip, it was just a joke.” 
“No, I mean… why do we do this?” 
He chuckled gently. “Because no-one else can.” 
“Don’t say that, again,” she replied. “You know anyone else could. Anyone else should. The 

government, some big rich corporation, real scientists… we’re just college kids. We ought to be out 
partying or in watching movies every night instead of this, right?” She looked at him. “Why do you do 
it?” 
 He thought about it. “Because of Ma. Everything she’s done for us. It’s what she wants—we 
owe it to her. To the world.” 



 They sat in silence once more. “You’re a hero, Aron,” she said. “You know that, right?” 
 He smiled, barely. “C’mon.” He looked back over at her. “I’d be deaf, dumb, and blind out there 
without you. We all would. You should be the one running things, not me.” 
 She bowed her head, hiding a smile in the porch’s tired light. When it rose, she sighed again. 
“Say it’s for something heroic, though.” 
 He cocked an eyebrow. “But you just said to not say—” 

“Something corny, I don’t care.” 
“What, you want me to say…” He extended an uncertain hand, to where a quartet of giggling, 

gabbing little superheroes and zombies ran down the opposing sidewalk behind a pair of adults. Neon 
bags swung heavy as their costumes swished and clattered. The lead, a blonde boy no older than eight, 
waved a faux barbarian’s sword despite being dressed as the Green Goblin. “I do it for them?” 

She nodded and shrugged at the same time. 
“Okay,” he agreed. “I do it for them.” 
She scooted closer to his side. “What does it feel like to see the world the way you do?” she 

whispered. “What do you dream about?” 
“It’s...” He felt the shape of Seth’s business card, still in his pocket. He would figure it out. 

Tomorrow. She didn’t have to know why he thought he almost figured it out tonight. “Like paper. Plain, 
clear. I don’t have dreams, I have… objectives.” 

 She leaned her head on his shoulder. “Happy Halloween, Aron.” 
The smell of cider and Rip’s shampoo twirled up into the cloudless sky. Aron looked back up. It 

wasn’t a full moon, but it was close enough. 


